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NOMENCLATURE

A
Single amplitude of wave traveling in +x dir.
B
Single amplitude of wave traveling in 0x dir. 
P max
Power dissipated by perfect span-end damping setup; see (7) r Net distributed resistance acting on conductor S Inverse standing wave ratio; see (8) 
S D
Required damping, ignoring long span effects, see (13) S I Node amplitude-single peak; see (21) y max Free loop amplitude-single peak; see (20) y 0 Amplitudes of A and B waves at undamped end of span, or at middle of symmetrically damped span. 
C
ONVENTIONAL practice in analysis of aeolian vibration of overhead conductors relies on the balance of vibration energy or power in a span. For single conductor spans, the elements of this balance are the power supplied by the wind, P w ; power lost to self damping in the conductor, P c ; and the power P D dissipated at the end of the span by a damping arrangement.
The balance is expressed [1] , P D = P W 0 P C : (1) It may also be expressed in terms of energy per cycle:
Although it is generally the case that several vibration frequencies are present in actual spans at any particular time, resulting in beats in the vibration pattern, analysis usually assumes single-frequency, steady vibration in evaluating the power balance. This approach is compelled by the fact that data on P w , P c and P D are obtained from wind tunnel and laboratory tests that are feasible only for single frequency test conditions.
The vibration of a span is comprised of traveling waves. These waves receive, store and transmit the vibration power from the wind. For the case where they deliver power to span-end damping, they must grow as they travel, harvesting the wind's energy as they go, so the wave amplitudes must vary with position in the span. Since there are waves moving in both directions, both growing in their respective directions 0885-8977/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE of travel, their variations with span location tend to balance out, and conventional practice assumes that the amplitude of vibration in the free loops is constant along the span. Under that assumption, wind input and self damping are taken to be uniformly distributed over the span. Wind input per unit length, p w , and self damping per unit length, p c , are then constant over the span, and the power balance can be written, P D = L 1 (p w 0 p c ):
It is convenient to normalize (1), (2) and (3) by dividing them by some reference power or energy to render them dimensionless. There are two ways to do this in current use. For energybalance. the divisor is taken as the total energy, potential and kinetic, stored in the span, usually ignoring what is stored in the damper. If pure sine-loop vibration is assumed, this energy is,
Parameters are then defined [2] , [3] :
called respectively damping ratio and loss factor. Energy balance may then be expressed,
Conceptually, the dissipation provided by the damper is spread uniformly along the conductor as though it were additional self damping.
Power balance (1) may be normalized by dividing by P max , where [1] ,
Some explanation of this choice may be worthwhile. Although dampers are indeed energy dissipation devices, the function of a damping setup on an overhead span is that of a wave absorber. At an undamped support, the waves carrying the energy of vibration are simply reflected back into the span to continue growing. The function of the damper is to absorb some of the wave energy during reflection, offsetting any growth it might have had since its last trip up and down the span.
If the amplitude of the wave approaching the damper is A, and that of the reflected wave is B, the reflection ratio B=A gives a measure of the effectiveness of the damper as a wave absorber. A closely related measure is, 
S is called inverse standing wave ratio because it is the inverse of the ratio of free loop amplitude, y max = A + B, to the nodal amplitude, y min = A 0 B. These amplitudes are illustrated in Fig. 1 . If the powers conveyed by the waves are P A and P B , respectively, then it can be shown [1] that, The wave power lost in reflection is the power absorbed by the damper, so
On the basis of (9), if the damper were to allow no reflection (B = 0), then P D = P max . Thus, P max is the power that would be dissipated by a perfect damper, a perfect wave absorber, given the frequency and free loop amplitude. The ratio of power actually dissipated to that which would be dissipated by a perfect damper, P D =P max , is called damping efficiency. In view of (8), (9) and (10) 
Eqs. (6) and (13) are alternative methods of normalizing the balance-of-energy or -power relationship in a span. The latter is more convenient, particularly for the present discussion, for two reasons. First, it keeps the distributed elements of (1), P w and P c separate from the concentrated element P D . Division of (2) by the stored energy distributed over the span E Tot mixes the two types. If, as we shall discuss below, y max varies along the span, the definition (4) is replaced by an integral, and the physical meaning of h D and D becomes somewhat obscure. In contrast, P max is a point parameter, defined by (7) at the place where the damping setup interfaces with the rest of the span. Its meaning is not affected by the variation of y max along the span.
Second, the parameter P=P max measures the damping actually available from a damping setup, and also the damping demanded by the span, as a ratio to what is possible: a perfect damper. That can be illuminating. Note, for example, that the left hand side of (13) cannot exceed unity, because that is all a perfect damper can deliver. The right hand side can achieve any value, given a long enough span. Evidently, there can be spans that simply cannot be damped from the ends because they are too long.
II. THE LONG SPAN PROBLEM
There are actually two long span problems. One is the practical problem of how to damp them. The other is how to analyze them. This paper concerns the second problem.
Available damper technology is far from being able to provide damping setups having damping efficiencies approaching unity over a significant range of vibration frequencies. Even when such setups are carefully tailored through laboratory span testing, few can reliably maintain even S D = 0:5 over the range of frequencies where the most damaging vibration occurs in long spans. It was this practical limitation that led to adoption of so-called "in-span" damping for many long river crossings [4] . In-span damping places groups of dampers at intervals along the span, say at the one-third points, to effectively divide long spans into several shorter, and more manageable subspans. Other approaches to the practical problem include: employing conductor materials, principally steel [5] , with greater resistance to fatigue; and configuring damping arrangements to make the span more tolerant of high amplitude vibration, principally by dividing wave reflection at span ends among a number of points so that high bending stresses do not occur at any of them [6] . Thus, there are resources available for dealing with the practical problem, even though they may entail considerably increased cost in installation and perhaps laboratory testing.
The analytical problem is that of determining when these resources need to be applied. The difficulty with this problem is that threshold conditions for triggering their use lie in the range of line design parameters where the approximations that underlie (6) and (13) begin to break down. Specifically, the spans are long enough that there is significant variation of y max . In addition, there is substantial departure of loop shapes from the sinusoid assumed in (4), and used in obtaining laboratory data on p c [7] and certain sets of wind tunnel data on p w [8] , [9] . Inverse standing wave ratios considerably greater than zero occur.
Both the variation of y max and the deviation in S cause p w and p c to vary over the span. The purpose of this paper is to present a method for taking these deviations into account.
III. LINEAR ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM
It is helpful to begin by exploring the gross effects of large span length through a linear approximation. Aeolian vibration is self-excited, that is, the vibration itself brings into being the forces that cause it. The Kármán vortices that supply the forces tend to be randomly out of phase at points more than a few conductor diameters apart, so the forces within a vibration loop tend to cancel out. The conductor's motion tends to synchronize the vortex phases so that their forces act in concert, and this tendency is greater, the larger the amplitude [10] , [11] . Such self-excited forces are often represented by a negative mechanical resistance for purposes of analysis. In the case of aeolian vibration, this negative resistance varies with vibration amplitude, making the phenomenon nonlinear. However, for the moment, it is convenient to treat it as constant, with negative resistance r w per unit length of conductor.
Self damping, which may be represented by a positive mechanical resistance, also varies with amplitude and thus is nonlinear. However, again, it is convenient to ignore that variation for the moment and assign a value r c to it. The net mechanical resistance acting on the conductor is r = r w 0 r c . The effect of conductor stiffness is neglected, since it is generally small, and is negligible in the context of the linearization approximation. This equation admits solutions, y = y 6 1 e 6(20j(!=c))1x 1 e j!t This represents a traveling wave moving in the positive x direction and growing exponentially at the rate 2, and another moving negatively, and growing at the same exponential rate in its direction of travel.
In what follows, it is convenient to consider a span with damping at only one end, even though long spans always have damping at both ends. The discussion can be applied to such spans simply by considering the undamped end in what follows to correspond to the middle of a fully damped span, where identical damping setups are applied at the two ends. The reflected B wave from one end simply becomes the incident A wave for the other end as it passes that point.
Suppose then that the span has damping at only one end.
At the other, there is complete wave reflection, so the y + and y 0 waves have equal amplitudes (but opposite phase) there, the magnitude of which we call y 0 . Then, 
Note that for sine-shaped loops the power transferred to the conductor by r, averaged over a loop, is, p = 1 4 r! 2 y 2 max :
Thus, from (7) and (12), the effective value of is (s w 0s c )=2.
Substituting that in (23) and referring to (13), we have,
In the linear case, the effects of variations in loop shape and free loop amplitude over the span can be accounted for simply by calculating required damping efficiency ignoring those variations, and then taking the hyperbolic tangent. Now, the hyperbolic tangent of any real number is always less than unity. This means that the damping efficiency required of a damping arrangement to limit the vibration to any particular level is always less than unity. That, in turn, means that there is no span that is too long to damp, even with damping at only one end, contrary to the indication of (13) . Of course this result is of only academic interest, because damping setups with efficiencies approaching unity are not practically available. It does suggest, however, that (13) may overstate the required damping for conditions that are within reach of what is available.
The idea that, even theoretically, there is no span too long to damp is counter-intuitive. The apparent anomaly is explained by the fact that, when required damping efficiency approaches unity, the amplitude at the undamped end of the span approaches zero. For example, if the span is so long that the required damping, S(L) = 0:99, so that, from (23), The damper is vibrating at a high amplitude, dissipating substantial power, while the other end of the span and, in fact, much of its length, is vibrating at much smaller amplitude and consequently gathering only small power from the wind.
The fact that the A and B waves grow at the same exponential rate, since they are both exposed to the same r, has an interesting and useful consequence. From (19),
This means that the product of their local amplitudes is constant over the span, and equal to their product at the undamped end of the span. This result does not depend upon r being constant over the span. The span can be divided into increments short enough that r is essentially constant within each one, so A 1 B is preserved over the increment. The step change in r between increments causes a slight reflection of each wave, but the effect is small enough to ignore.
IV. WIND INPUT AND SELF DAMPING FOR TRAVELING WAVES
However, the problem is not linear. Both r w and r c vary with local amplitude, which varies not only along the span due the variation in y max , but within individual vibration loops. Furthermore, since the inverse standing wave ratio S varies along the span, the loop shape, which is characterized by y min =y max , does also.
In order to trace the growth of the waves for the nonlinear case, it is necessary to have expressions for r w and r c as functions of local amplitude,ŷ. Now, data on wind input and self damping is generally presented for pure sine-shaped loops. Reported, and generally the measured values are the integrals of power over a loop, divided by loop length [7] - [9] . Thus, this data needs to be "de-integrated" to find the power that would occur at the individual amplitudes found within the loop, i. e., p w (ŷ) and p c (ŷ). These can then be integrated over the nonsinusoidal loop shapes and varying free loop amplitudes that actually occur in the span. The following subsections construct analytical expressions for local r w and r c , to make that possible.
A. Wind Power Input
For wind input to sine-shaped loops, power from the wind per unit length of conductor may be expressed as [12] , p ws = f 3 d 4 1 Fnc(y max =d):
The form of the equation is based on dimensional considerations. More conventionally [13] , [8] , it is expressed in terms of reduced damping or reduced decrement, rs , defined by,
where ws is the logarithmic decrement due to wind excitation for sine-shaped loops. For small values of ws such as found in aeolian vibration, the power from the wind to sine-shaped loops, per unit length, is, p ws f 1 2 
Substituting from (4) and (28) The factor "2" on the right in (31) is due to the fact that, given the frequency and amplitude, E Tot is twice as large for traveling waves as it is for sine loops. For purposes of illustration, we will use a set of coefficients, derived from [14] , where the effect of wind turbulence with intensity of 5% has been imposed through calculation upon the wind tunnel data. The coefficients b i from the sine loop wind tunnel tests were "de-integrated" by dividing them by the above factors, to yield the a i coefficients for the traveling wave case listed in Table I .
Since, locally,
then, from (31), r w = fd 2 rv :
B. Conductor Self Damping
Energy is lost to self damping through hysterisis as the conductor is flexed back and forth by the vibration [15] . The energy required per unit length to bend the conductor to peak local curvatureŷ 00 is,
The fraction of E b that is lost to hysterisis per cycle is called the loss tangent, ". Thus, self damping power is,
From (18), the peak local curvature is,
The nondimensional peak local curvature, equivalent to the strain at the conductor surface, is, 
Then from (37) and the first part of (39),
Laboratory data on self damping is obtained in tests where the vibration is in the form of standing sine-shaped loops [7] . Thus, the polynomial corresponding to (41) from the laboratory tests must be "de-integrated" as was done for wind input. The same coefficient multipliers are applicable.
From ( Fig. 2 shows , based on (43), for Drake ACSR at 25% RS using the values from Table I 
V. THE NONLINEAR CASE
The -profiles in Fig. 2 illustrate clearly that cannot be constant over a span where there is a significant range of variation inŷ=d, such as implied by (20). Thus, the solution (15) of (14) can apply only locally, where is effectively constant. The span-wide variations in y max and y min given in (20) and (21) are not accurate, and must be determined instead through integration of the net power per unit length along the span.
The integration starts at the undamped end, where some free 
The amount of calculation involved is reduced by taking advantage of (26).
Integration over the span yields the values of A and B at the damper end. These are then used to calculate y max = A + B there and, via (8), the damping efficiency S required to hold that amplitude. Ordinarily, the value of S for a specified y max at the damper end is desired, so it is necessary to integrate repeatedly, iterating on y 0 , to get the desired solution.
Because of the complicated nature of (43) and (45), an analytical solution like that for the linear case (18) cannot be given. Instead, the integration must be done numerically. Fig. 3 shows a typical set of results.
The solid curves in Fig. 3 show the damping efficiency required at each end of the span, to limit the severity of vibration to various levels of fy max at the (damped) ends of the span. fy max is a parameter that is proportional to the bending stress at a fixed clamp [16] , that type of support generally being the worst fatigue environment a conductor can face. To put the values in Fig. 3 in context, the endurance limit for ACSR is listed in [16] as 118 mm/s. A safety factor of 2 or 3 is usually sought, in part to minimize wear and risk of fatigue in the damping setup, so fy max of 50 mm/s might be a practical target level.
The dashed curves in Fig. 3 show the required damping efficiencies S D , as calculated by (13), i. e., assuming that y max is constant over the span and that the wind input and self damping are those for pure sine-shaped loops.
It is evident from Fig. 3 that long span effects reduce the level of damping actually required, and the reduction becomes quite significant when (13) calls for S D > 0:5. This result comes about whether the required high damping is due to seeking conservative, low levels of fy max , or to adopting a certain value of fy max and considering longer and longer spans. Even at the damping levels S D of 0.2 to 0.3 of concern in typical overland spans, long span effects reduce required damping by 10% or more.
The lack of an analytical solution to the integration of (44) makes it hard to generalize on long span effects. However, the results of numerical integration have been found to fall in a rather simple pattern that is relatively insensitive to most parameters of the problem. That pattern is shown in Fig. 4 . Results of individual integrations are shown by diamonds and triangles, and represent the ratio of required damping efficiency with long span effects accounted for, S I , to S D where they are not. The solid curve is the correction for long span effects surmised in (25) for the linear case.
The results in Fig. 4 cover several conductors of quite different strength to weight ratio, several tension levels expressed as T=m, and several values of fy max . Inspection of the detailed results shows that the lower fringe of the scatter band is associated with low frequency sides of curves such as shown in Fig. 3 , and the upper fringe with the high frequency sides. Points corresponding to the crests of the curves are a little above the lower fringe.
Although the pattern in Fig. 4 is insensitive to most parameters, it is influenced by the turbulence level assumed in wind. Figs. 2, 3 and 4 pertain to 5% turbulence, which is near the low end of the range experienced by overhead spans. At higher turbulence levels, the scatter band of Fig. 4 is higher. The amelioration due to nonlinear effects is reduced. At 15% turbulence, it is roughly half as great. The difference in Fig. 4 between the scatter band and the tanh S D curve is attributable to the nonlinearity of reflected in (43). The reason nonlinearity has this effect is illustrated in Fig. 5 . This figure shows one of the profiles from Fig. 2 converted to net distributed resistance r via (16), plotted as a function ofŷ. Now, the power delivered to the loop is the integral of (34) over the loop. Thus, average power is proportional to the average of r, weighted according to the distribution ofŷ 2 . Note thatŷ ranges between y min and y max . Thus, for sine-shaped loops, where y min = 0, the average is taken over the range a-c in Fig. 5 , weighted according the sine loop distribution shown: y 2 max sin 2 2x=. For a loop of the same amplitude, y max , but where y min > 0,ŷ 2 must be taken from (45). This distribution is shown for S = 0:33 in the figure. It has greater kurtosis than that for the sine loop, thus giving increased weight to the high-amplitude, low r range. More importantly, it averages r over the range b-c, where the simple average of r is less than for a-c. The result is that the downward slope of the profiles takes the most vigorous range of out of play as S becomes larger.
xIn the linear case, is constant; it has no slope. The scatter band of Fig. 4 merges into the linear solution: tanh S D . When turbulence is greater than 5%, nonlinearity has less effect because the downward slope of the rv function in (43) turns out to be less.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Long span effects reduce the levels of span-end damping required to limit the severity of vibration to particular values, compared to requirements estimated from conventional technology ignoring those effects. There are two effects. One arises from the significant variation in vibration wave amplitudes that occurs over long spans. The other is caused by nonlinearity in the self-excititation mechanism. The effects are additive.
For spans, such as river crossings, long enough to require span-end damping near the limits of what is feasible in practice, the reduction may be as much as 25%. In typical overland spans, the reduction may be as much as 10%.
